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The possible existence of maximal or near-maximal lepton mixing constitutes an intriguing challenge for
fundamental theories of flavor. We study the phenomenological consequences of maximal and near-maximal
mixing of the electron neutrino with other (x5tau and/or muon! neutrinos. We describe the deviations from
maximal mixing in terms of a parametere[122 sin2 uex and quantify the present experimental status for
ueu,0.3. We show that both probabilities and observables depend one quadratically when effects are due to
vacuum oscillations and they depend one linearly if matter effects dominate. The most important information
on ne mixing comes from solar neutrino experiments. We find that the global analysis of solar neutrino data
allows maximal mixing with confidence level better than 99% for 1028 eV2&Dm2&231027 eV2. In the mass
rangesDm2*1.531025 eV2 and 4310210 eV2&Dm2&231027 eV2 the full interval ueu,0.3 is allowed
within ;4s ~99.995% CL! We suggest ways to measuree in future experiments. The observable that is most
sensitive toe is the rate@NC#/@CC# in combination with the day-night asymmetry in the SNO detector. With
theoretical and statistical uncertainties, the expected accuracy after 5 years isDe;0.07. We also discuss the
effects of maximal and near-maximalne mixing in atmospheric neutrinos, supernova neutrinos, and neutrino-
less double beta decay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The data from both atmospheric and solar neutrino exp
ments have given rather convincing evidence for nonz
neutrino masses and mixing. Furthermore, some feature
the neutrino flavor parameters are surprising and quite
ferent from the quark flavor parameters. In particular, one
two of the three mixing angles in the MNS~Maki–
Nakagawa–Sakata! mixing matrix for leptons@1# are large.
Specifically, the simplest interpretation of the atmosphe
neutrino measurements gives@2,3#

sin2 2umt;0.821, Dm32
2 ;~225!31023 eV2. ~1!

There exist several solutions of the solar neutrino prob
involving oscillations of electron neutrinos into some co
bination,nx , of m and t neutrinos with large mixing angle
@4–10# with parameters in the range

sin22uex;0.721, Dm12
2 ;~0.224!31024 eV2

or ~0.05220!31028 eV2. ~2!

*Email address: concha@flamenco.ific.uv.es
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The mixing angles involved in the explanation of the so
and atmospheric neutrino data are not just order one. T
are actually near maximal, that is, sin2 2u close to 1. If in-
deed one of the mixing angles is near maximal, it wou
provide strong support to the idea that the correspond
neutrinos are in a pseudo Dirac state. Such a scenario w
have very interesting implications for theoretical flavor mo
els. These implications have been recently studied in R
@11#. A precise knowledge of the mixing and, in particul
lower and/or upper bounds on small deviations from ma
mal mixing provides an excellent probe of the related flav
physics. It is the purpose of this work to study the expe
mental ways in which the region of near-maximal mixin
can be probed.

It is important to notice that there exists also a viab
solution of the solar neutrino problem that does not invo
large mixing, the so-called small mixing angle solutio
~SMA!. Clearly, identification of the SMA solution will im-
mediately exclude the possibility discussed in this pap
Also discovery of the sterile neutrinos will require a chan
of the whole picture. Here we consider only three light act
neutrinos and take the 333 MNS matrix to be unitary.

Our main interest lies in the study of near-maximal m
ing involving ne . We define a small parametere which de-
scribes the deviation from maximal mixing as

sin2uex[
1
2 ~12e!, ueu!1. ~3!

Our convention is such thatDm21
2 [m2

22m1
2.0. Then

e.0 (,0) corresponds to the case that the lighter neutr
©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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mass eigenstate,n1, has a larger~smaller! component ofne
and the heavier one,n2, has a larger~smaller! component of
nx .

Which value of deviation from maximal mixing is ex
pected? In the case of theoretical models where the pse
Dirac structure is naturally induced, one expects that the
viation from maximal mixing is suppressed by a small p
rameter that is related to an approximate horizontal sym
try. If the same symmetry is also responsible for t
smallness and hierarchy of the quark sector parameters,
it is quite plausible thatueu<O(l), where l50.22 is the
Cabibbo angle in the Wolfenstein parametrization. In vario
flavor models, the deviation from maximal mixing is relat
to other physical parameters. For example, in a large clas
models, we have@12#

ueu*2me /mm'0.01. ~4!

The U(1)3U(1) models described in Refs.@13,11# give
ueu;(Dm12

2 /Dm23
2 )1/3, while models ofLe2Lm2Lt symme-

try @14,11# give ueu;Dm12
2 /Dm23

2 . Quite generally we have
ueu*Dm12

2 /Dm23
2 , which could be more restrictive than E

~4! if the solution to the solar neutrino problem lies at t
upper end of theDm12

2 range given in Eq.~2!. In a large class
of models we also haveueu of the same order of magnitud
asuUe3u, the mixing ofne in the third mass eigenstate, whic
can again be tested in the future@11#.

Large values ofe,ueu*0.3, will testify against at least th
simplest versions of these theories. Therefore we cons
both positive and negative values ofe in the range

ueu&0.3 ~5!

which corresponds to sin2 2uex*0.91. As concerns the mas
squared difference we cover the whole range below the
actor bound:

10211 eV2&Dm21
2 &1023 eV2. ~6!

Most of our discussion takes place in an effective t
neutrino generation framework. This is justified ifUe3 is
zero or sufficiently small. We quantify this condition an
consider the effect of a nonzeroUe3 in Sec. VI. We find
there that, for matter oscillations, the leading corrections
the case of maximal mixing are ofO(e,uUe3u2), so that a
reduction to a two neutrino analysis is justified foruUe3u2

!e. For vacuum oscillations, the corrections are
O(e2,uUe3u2), and a two neutrino analysis is valid fo
uUe3u!e.

On the experimental side, we note that ifDmatm
2 .2

31023 eV2, then the CHOOZ experiment limit@16# requires
uUe3u2<0.05 @17,6#. For such values ofuUe3u2, a two gen-
eration analysis of matter~vacuum! effects is always valid
for ueu.0.1(0.3). On the theoretical side, in a large class
flavor models,uUe3u;ueu @11#. In such a framework, a two
generation analysis of matter effects is a good approxima
while vacuum oscillations should be considered in the th
generation framework.

In the limit uUe3u50 ~which reduces the problem to a tw
neutrino framework!, the deviation from maximal mixing
01300
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can be determined as in~3!. In addition, the mixing ofnm
andnt can also be maximal, as favored by the atmosphe
neutrino data. In this case we have the mixing structure

uUe3u250, uUe1u25uUe2u25 1
2 , uUm3u25uUt3u25 1

2 ,
~7!

which corresponds to the so-called bi-maximal mixi
scheme@15#. The analysis for the solar neutrino phenom
enology is independent ofUm3 and therefore the results dis
cussed in Secs. III, IV, V, VII B, and VII C apply also to th
bi-maximal mixing case. Only in Sec. VII A where we dis
cuss atmospheric neutrinos, doesUm3 play a role, and there
we take it to be large and possibly maximal.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we giv
some basic physics considerations and useful expression
the survival probability and for various observables. In S
III we describe the present status of maximal mixing fro
solar neutrino experiments. The results of a global fit to
available solar neutrino data are given in Sec. III A. T
dependence of these results on various aspects of the ana
is described in Sec. III B. In Sec. IV we study the predictio
that follow from near-maximal mixing for individual, exist
ing measurements: total rates, argon production rate, ge
nium production rate, the day-night asymmetry in elas
scattering events, the zenith angle distribution of elastic s
tering events, and the shape of the recoil energy spectrum
Sec. V we suggest tests of maximal mixing from future e
periments. We describe the conditions for having unambi
ous tests in Sec. V A. Then we examine individual expe
ments: GNO and Super-Kamiokande, SNO, Borexino a
low energy solar neutrino experiments. The effect of exte
ing to three neutrino scenario is commented on in Sec. VI
Sec. VII we discuss the effect of maximal mixing in atm
spheric neutrinos, supernova neutrinos, and neutrino
double beta decay. We present our conclusions in Sec. V

II. PHYSICS AT NEAR-MAXIMAL MIXING

A. The survival probability for solar neutrinos

In this section we present general expressions for the
vival probability of solar electron neutrino in a two gener
tion framework valid in the full range ofDm2 which we use
in our numerical calculations.

The survival amplitude for a solarne neutrino of energyE
at a detector in the Earth can be written as

Aee5(
i 51

2

Aei
S Aie

E exp@2 imi
2~L2r !/2E#. ~8!

HereAei
S is the amplitude of the transitionne→n i (n i is the

i-mass eigenstate! from the production point to the Sun su
face,Aie

E is the amplitude of the transitionn i→ne from the
Earth surface to the detector, and the propagation in vacu
from the Sun to the surface of the Earth is given by t
exponential.L is the distance between the center of the S
and the surface of the Earth, andr is the distance between th
neutrino production point and the surface of the Sun. T
corresponding survival probabilityPee is then given by
7-2
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Pee5P1P1e1P2P2e12AP1P2P1eP2e cosj

5P11~122P1!P2e12AP1~12P1!P2e~12P2e!cosj.

~9!

Here Pi[uAei
S u2 is the probability that the solar neutrino

reach the surface of the Sun asun i& and we useP11P251,
while Pie[uAie

E u2 is the probability ofn i arriving at the sur-
face of the Earth to be detected as ane , and we useP1e
1P2e51. The phasej is given by

j5
Dm2~L2r !

2E
1d, ~10!

whered contains the phases due to propagation in the
and in the Earth and can be safely neglected since it is
ways much smaller than the preceeding term@18,19#.

From Eq.~9! one can recover more familiar expressio
for Pee.

~1! For Dm2/E&5310217 eV, the matter effect supresse
flavor transitions in both the Sun and the Earth. Con
quently, the probabilitiesP1 and P2e are simply the projec-
tions of the ne state onto the mass eigenstates:P1
5cos2u,P2e5sin2u. In this case we are left with the standa
vacuum oscillation formula:

Pee
vac512sin2 2u sin2@Dm2~L2r !/4E# ~11!

which describes the oscillations on the way from the surf
of the Sun to the surface of the Earth. The probability
symmetric underu↔(p/2)2u.

~2! For Dm2/E*10214 eV, the last term in Eq.~9! van-
ishes and we recover the incoherent MSW survival proba
ity. For Dm2/E;10214210212 eV2, this term is zero be-
cause ne adiabatically converts ton2 and P150. For
Dm2/E*10212 eV2, both P1 and P2 are nonzero and the
term vanishes due to averaging of cosj.

~3! In the intermediate range, 5310217&Dm2/E
&10214 eV, adiabaticity is violated and the cosj coherent
term should be taken into account. The result is similar
vacuum oscillations but with small matter corrections. W
define this case as quasivacuum oscillations@18–20#.

The results presented in the following sections have b
obtained using the general expression for the survival pr
ability in Eq. ~9! with P1 and P2e found by numerically
solving the evolution equation in the Sun and the Earth m
ter. For Pi we use the electron number density of 20
Bahcall–Basu–Pinsonneault~BBP2000! model@21#. For Pie
we integrate numerically the evolution equation in the Ea
matter using the Earth density profile given in the prelim
nary reference earth model~PREM! @22#.

B. The mixing angle in matter

While, as explained above, our results are obtained b
numerical calculation, it is useful to find approximate an
lytical expressions for the neutrino survival probability a
for various observables. This is done in this and in the f
lowing sections. The analytical expressions help us to qu
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particularly for the case of near-maximal mixing.

The probabilities and observables depend on the mix
angle in matterum via cos 2um which enters the probability
of the adiabatic conversion and via sin2 2um which deter-
mines, e.g., the depth of oscillations in a uniform medium

We can write cos 2um in terms of the neutrino oscillation
parameters and the electron density in medium as

cos 2um5
211h cos 2u

~122h cos 2u1h2!1/2
. ~12!

Here

h[
l 0

l n
50.66S Dm2/E

10215 eV
D S 1022 g cm23

rYe
D ~13!

is the ratio between the refraction length,l 0, and the neutrino
oscillation length in vacuum,l n :

l 0[
2pmN

A2GFrYe

, l n[
4pE

Dm2
. ~14!

Here r is the matter density andYe is the number of elec-
trons per nucleon.

Around maximal mixing cos 2um can be expanded as

cos 2um52
1

A11h2 S 12
h3

11h2 e D . ~15!

In the limit of weak matter effects,h@1, and in the matter
dominance case,h!1, we get

cos 2um5H e, h@1

21, h!1.
~16!

The dependence of cos 2um on e is smooth. It is stronger for
h@1 and highly suppressed forh!1. For precisely maxi-
mal mixing we have cos 2um521/A11h2, which decreases
from zero in vacuum to21 in the matter dominance case

The expression for sin2 2um for near maximal mixing is
given by

sin22um5
h2

11h2S 11
2h

11h2 e D , ~17!

which leads to

sin2 2um5H 11
2

h
e, h@1,

h2~112he!, h!1.

~18!

In both cases thee corrections to the value at maximal mix
ing are strongly suppressed. In vacuum, the correction
quadratic ine: sin2 2u512e2.

C. Survival probability

We first consider the survival probability for electron ne
trinos without the regeneration effect in the Earth. It d
7-3
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scribes thene flux arriving at the Earth during the day. I
daytime,P2e5sin2u. Consequently, Eq.~9! gives, in the re-
gion where the oscillating term in Eq.~9! is absent,

PD5 1
2 1e~P12 1

2 !. ~19!

The neutrino evolution in the Sun described by the proba
ity P1 can be approximated by the well-known expressio

P15 1
2 1~ 1

2 2Pc!cos 2uS . ~20!

HereuS is the matter mixing angle at the production poin

cos 2uS[cos 2um~hS!, hS[h~rSYeS!, ~21!

whererS and YeS are, respectively, the matter density a
the number of electrons per nucleon at the production po
Equation~20! is assumed to be averaged over the produc
region in the Sun.Pc is the jump probability which describe
the violation of adiabaticity. For an exponential density p
file it takes the following form@23,24#:

Pc5
e2g sin2u2e2g

12e2g
5

e2(g/2)(12e)2e2g

12e2g
, ~22!

whereg is the ratio of the density scale heightl r and the
neutrino oscillation length

g[
4p2l r

l n
51.05S Dm2/E

10215 eV
D S l r

r 0
D , l r[

r

dr/dr
. ~23!

The length scaler 05R(/10.54 is related to the exponenti
approximation to the solar density profile,r5r0 exp(2r/r0).

Notice that, originally, Eq.~22! was derived for a mixing
angleu,p/4 where resonant enhancement is possible. H
ever, both Eq.~12! and Eq.~22! can be analytically contin-
ued into the second octant,u.p/4, and used to compute th
corresponding survival probability fore,0 @10,5–7#.

InsertingP1 of Eq. ~20! into Eq. ~19!, we get

PD5 1
2 1e~ 1

2 2Pc!cos 2uS . ~24!

Let us study the properties ofPD . In Fig. 1 we plotPD as
a function ofDm2/4E for different values of the deviation
from maximal mixing. We show in the figure the resu
obtained by the numerical calculation as well as from
corresponding analytical approximation~22! for exponential
density profile. We learn the following points from Eq.~24!
and Fig. 1.

~1! For maximal mixing (e50),PD51/2 independently
of the adiabaticity violation~encoded inPc), matter effects,
etc.

~2! For near-maximal mixing (e5” 0), solar matter effects
lead to an energy dependent probability in the Mikheye
Smirnov–Wolfenstein ~MSW! region 4310216&Dm2/E
&10210 eV.

~3! For Dm2/E@10215 eV, the adiabaticity condition,g
@1, is fulfilled @see Eq.~23!#. ConsequentlyPc50 and Eq.
~24! gives

PD5 1
2 ~11e cos 2uS!~Dm2/E@10215 eV!. ~25!
01300
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From Fig. 1 we see that the analytical expression give
good description of the propagation in the Sun for this
gion.

~4! For hS@1 ~weak matter effect!, we have cos 2uS5e
@see Eq.~16!# and the probability~25! reduces to the vacuum
oscillation probability:

PD5 1
2 ~11e2! ~Dm2/E@10211 eV!. ~26!

~5! For hS!1 ~the resonance layer is far enough from t
production point which is close to the center of the Sun!, we
have cos 2uS521 and

PD5 1
2 ~12e! ~10215 eV!Dm2/E!10211 eV!. ~27!

This is the region of strong adiabatic conversion, whenne
produced in the center of the Sun practically coincides w
the matter eigenstaten2m at the production point and durin
its propagation inside the Sun. Therefore, it emerges fr
the Sun and reaches Earth asn2.

~6! For Dm2/E,10215 eV, adiabaticity is violated. We
see from Fig. 1 that the analytical results obtained for
exponential density profile differ from the results of the n
merical calculations. In particular, the analytical result sho
a ‘‘slower’’ transition to the vacuum oscillation regime or, i
other words, it overestimates the size of the matter effect
the quasivacuum oscillation region. The same value of
survival probability appears for about two times smal
Dm2/E. Similar conclusions have been drawn in Re
@19,20#.

~7! For e5” 0, the effects of the adiabatic edge situated
Dm2/E5(10212210210) eV, and of the nonadiabatic edg
situated atDm2/E5(1021623310215) eV, become impor-
tant.

~8! For Dm2/E!10217 eV, as we noted in Sec. II A, the
effect is reduced to the vacuum oscillation between the s

FIG. 1. The dependence of the averagedne survival probability
inside the Sun onDm2/4E for different values ofe ~numbers at the
curves!. The upper curves describe the corresponding negative
ues ofe. Solid lines show results of numerical calculations. Dash
lines correspond to analytical formulas with exponential appro
mation for the solar density profile.
7-4
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faces of the Sun and the Earth and the average survival p
ability, PD512 1

2 sin2 2u ~shown in Fig. 1! coincides with
that in Eq.~26!. However, in this region averaging of osci
lations does not occur and for the survival probability w
should use

Pee'12~12e2!sin2
f

2
, ~28!

where f5Dm2(L2r )/4E is the oscillation phase which
does not depend one. In principle matter effects strongly
suppress the oscillations inside the Sun and the Earth. H
ever, the modification of the observables is small, since
size of the Sun~and the Earth! is much smaller than the
oscillation length in vacuum. The quadratic dependence
the probability one is again restored. Moreover, time vari
tions of signals and the distortion of the energy spectr
originate from the dependence of the phase onL and E.
Therefore according to~28!, both the variations and the dis
tortion are proportional to (12e2). That is, the dependenc
of all observables one2 near maximal mixing is very weak

According to Eq.~27! and Fig. 1, in the MSW region
~more precisely at the bottom of the suppression pit!, the
survival probability depends one linearly. ForDm2/E below
and above the MSW region the probability converges to
vacuum oscillation probability. The deviation of the latt
from the probability at maximal mixing depends one qua-
dratically and the dependence on the sign ofe disappears.
From this we infer that the sensitivity ofPD and conse-
quently of observables toe is much higher in the MSW
region.

Notice that there are two transition regions~between
MSW and the vacuum oscillation regions! where the effects
are mainly due to vacuum oscillations with small matter c
rections. We call these regions ‘‘quasivacuum oscillation
gions:’’ we denote by QVOL (QVOS) the one withDm2

larger ~smaller! than in the MSW region. In the QVOL and
QVOS regions, the linear dependence of the probability a
the observables transforms into quadratic dependence.

D. Regeneration effects in the Earth

For a neutrino arriving at night time, Earth matter effec
should be taken into account. To gain a qualitative und
standing of the Earth effects, we make the crude approxi
tion of uniform density, such that the mixing angle in th
Earth is constant,uE , along the neutrino trajectory. In thi
case, the neutrino propagation has an oscillatory chara
We assume that the oscillations are averaged out, and th
fore

P2e~vacuum!5sin2u,
~29!

P2e~uniform density!5 1
2 @sin2u1sin2~2uE2u!#.

It is convenient to introduce a regeneration factor which
scribes the Earth matter effect:

f reg[P2e~matter!2P2e~vacuum!5 1
2 sin 2uE sin~2uE22u!.

~30!
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Denoting byhE the parameterh in the Earth:

hE[h~rEYeE!, ~31!

whereh is defined in Eq.~13!, we find from Eq.~30!:

f reg5
hE sin2 2u

2~122hE cos 2u1hE
2 !

. ~32!

Note thatf reg is always~for any valueDm2/E ande) posi-
tive, i.e., the matter effect of Earth alwaysenhancesthe sur-
vival probability Pee.

The parameterf reg can be expanded arounde50:

f reg5
hE

2~11hE
2 ! S 11

2hE

11hE
2 e D . ~33!

The regeneration factor has a maximum athE'1 which cor-
responds toDm2/E;(223)310213 eV. This determines
thestrong regeneration regionin theDm2/E scale. It is situ-
ated in the middle of the solar MSW region. Strong rege
eration effects are already excluded by the Sup
Kamiokande result on day–night asymmetry@32,33#.
Consequently, the strong regeneration region separates
~allowed! parts within the MSW region in which the regen
eration effects are small:~1! high Dm2 region, wherehE
@1 and f reg;1/hE ; ~2! low Dm2 region, wherehE!1 and
f reg;hE/2.

We will quantify the borders of these regions in Sec. I
In both cases the regeneration effect is suppressed by a s
parameter and it disappears when moving away from
strong regeneration region.

Let us stress that the SuperKamiokande limit on regen
tion effects holds for the energy rangeE55215 MeV to
which this experiment is sensitive. This corresponds
Dm25(223)31026 eV2. However, strong regeneration e
fects are not excluded for other energies, in particular,
low energy neutrinos. In this casehE can be of the order one
and f reg at its maximum.

To first order ine, we obtain from Eq.~33!:

f reg5H 1

2hE
S 11

2

hE
e D ~high!,

hE

2
~112hEe! ~ low!,

~34!

In both the high and low regions the dependence of the
generation factor one is further suppressed by the sma
parameter min$2/hE ,2hE%.

The probabilityPee at night time,PN , can be written@for
the region where the oscillating term in Eq.~9! is absent# as
follows:

PN5P11~122P1!~sin2u1 f reg!

5
1

2
1

1

2
~122Pc!cos 2uS~cos 2u22 f reg!. ~35!

The average daily survival probability is given forhS
!1(cos 2uS'21) by
7-5
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P̄[ 1
2 ~PD1PN!5 1

2 @11~122P1!~ f reg2cos 2u!#.
~36!

The day–night asymmetry is given by

AN2D[
PN2PD

P̄
5

2 f reg

1/~122P1!2cos 2u1 f reg
. ~37!

Let us now consider the dependence ofAN2D andP̄ on e
in the high and in the low regions keeping the lowest or
terms ine and in min$hE ,1/hE%.

~1! In the high region, the adiabaticity condition is sat
fied and we can safely putPc50. Consequently,P1
5cos2uS. Then, Eq.~36! simplifies

P̄5 1
2 @12cos 2uS~ f reg2cos 2u!#. ~38!

With near-maximal mixing, we obtain

P̄5
1

2 S 12
e21/2hE

A11hS
2 D 1OS 1

hEhS
,

e

hE
D . ~39!

For hS
2!1 ~small Dm2) we find

P̄'
1

2 S 12e1
1

2hE
1

e

hE
2 D , ~40!

where the last term is a small correction which comes fr
the regeneration factor. For the day–night asymmetry
obtain

AN2D5
1

hEA11hS
2 F11

~A11hS
22hS

3!e

11hS
2

1OS 1

hE
2 ,

e

hE
D G .

~41!

Notice that thee-dependent effect changes sign betwe
large and smallhS . For hS

2!1 we get

AN2D.
1

hE
~11e!. ~42!

The asymmetry increases linearly withe for small enough
hS

2 .
~2! In the low region we can takehS50 and, conse-

quently,P15Pc . Then, Eq.~36! simplifies:

P̄5 1
2 @11~122Pc!~ f reg2e!#. ~43!

In low region we haveg@1 @see Eq.~23!# and, therefore,
Pc!1 @see Eq.~22!#. In any case, thePc-dependent term in
Eq. ~43! is suppressed by a small factor and can be
glected. We get

P̄5
1

2 S 12e1
hE

2 D . ~44!

For the day–night asymmetry we obtain takingPc!1:

AN2D'
2 f reg

112Pc2e1 f reg
, ~45!
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and in the limithE!1:

AN2D5hES 122e2g/22
hE

2
1e D . ~46!

A few comments are in order. The day–night asymmetry
suppressed byhE . The e-dependent effect is one of sever
small corrections to the leading result. For large parts of
low region it is the leading correction, but for largeDm2/E,
the subleading regeneration effect could be compara
while for small Dm2/E, the nonadiabatic correction coul
give the main correction.

As we mentioned before, a strong regeneration effect w
h;1 and f reg;1 is not excluded for low energy neutrino
In particular in the low region strong regeneration can sh
up for the beryllium andpp-neutrino components of the
spectrum. In this case, the approximationhE!1 does not
work and one should use the complete expression for
regeneration factor and the asymmetry.

As seen from Eqs.~40!, ~44!, ~42! and~46!, the dominant
dependence one of both P̄ andAN2D arises from the depen
dence of the solar survival probability one. The dependence
which follows from the regeneration factor is further s
pressed by min$hE,1/hE%. ~For AN2D the e dependence fol-
lows from the dependence onP̄ in the denominator.!

From Eqs.~42! and~46! we find that the day–night asym
metry strongly depends onDm2 due to thehE or 1/hE fac-
tors. In the high regionAN2D}Dm2 while in the low region
AN2D}1/Dm2. The dependence of the asymmetry one is
much weaker: In both regionsAN2D}(11e). Consequently,
the measurements ofAN2D are very sensitive toDm2 while
the sensitivity toe is substantially lower.

Let us comment on the range of validity of the appro
mate treatment of the Earth effects@25#. In the high region,
for E;MeV and Dm2@1026 eV2, the oscillation lengthl n

is much shorter than the size of the Earth and neutrinos
dergo many oscillations inside the Earth. The constant e
tron number density approximation gives a good descript
of AN2D which involves integration over the zenith angle.
the low region, forDm2!1026 eV2, the oscillation length is
approximately equal to the refraction lengthl 0 and the latter
is comparable to the size of the Earth~independently of
Dm2). The details of theNe profile do not play an importan
role, and the effect is determined by the average den
along the neutrino trajectory.

Regeneration effect leads also to seasonal variation
signals@25–27#. These variations, however, are less sensit
to the oscillation parameters.

E. Distortion of the energy spectrum

The distortion of the solar neutrino energy spectrum c
be characterized by the distortion parameter defined as

sn[
E

P̄

dP̄

dE
. ~47!
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Averaged over the appropriate energy interval this param
is proportional to the shift of the first moment of the spe
trum or to the slope parameter used in the literature.

To understand the distortion of the spectrum~energy de-
pendence of the averaged probability!, we remind the reade
thath}1/E and use Eq.~38! for the high and QVOL regions
and Eq.~43! for the low region.

~1! The high and QVOL regions:~i! For largeDm2, the
effect of the adiabatic edge of the suppression pit which
encoded in thehS dependence is important,

sn'2e
hS

2

~11hS
2!3/2

. ~48!

The distortion parameter is proportional toe. The slope~shift
of the first moment! is positive~negative! for e,0 (e.0).
The distortion decreases rapidly withhS .

~ii ! For small Dm2, the Earth regeneration which is re
lated to thehE dependence is important,

sn'
1

2hE
S 11e2

1

2hE
1

4e

hE
D . ~49!

The distortion decreases with increase ofhE or Dm2. The
sensitivity toe is much weaker than in the previous case a
it follows mainly from the dependence on the average pr
ability in the denominator.

~2! The low region:~i! For largeDm2, the regeneration
effect is important,

sn'
hE

2
~11e!. ~50!

The slope increases withhE . The dependence one is weak.
~ii ! For smallDm2, the effect of the nonadiabatic edge

the solar suppression pit gives the dominant effect:

sn52eE
dPc

dE
'ege2g/2. ~51!

The distortion is proportional toe. The slope is positive
~negative! for e.0 (e,0). The effect is suppressed for rel
tively weak violation of the adiabaticity.

As we have mentioned previously, for nonaverag
vacuum oscillationssn}(12e2), that is, the dependence o
distortion one2 is very weak.

F. Summary

Let us summarize the results of our analytical studies.
have found simple analytical expressions for various obs
ables~rates of events given by the survival probability, da
night asymmetry, distortion of the spectrum, etc.! in terms of
Dm2 and the deviation from maximal mixinge. These ap-
proximate analytical expressions reproduce correctly
functional dependence of the observables onDm2 ande and
allow us to understand all the features of the exact numer
calculations.

The effects and the dependence of observables oe
change withDm2. Accordingly, we define several regions
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Dm2 which have different physical pictures. AsDm2 de-
creases from its upper~CHOOZ! bound, we have the follow-
ing regions~we quantify borders of these regions in the ne
section!: quasivacuum oscillation region with larg
Dm2 (QVOL); MSW region with highDm2 ~high!; MSW
region with lowDm2 ~low!; quasivacuum oscillation region
with smallDm2 (QVOS); region of nonaveraged vacuum o
cillations ~VO!. The highDm2 part of the VO region will be
called VACL .

As concerns thee dependence of observables in the
regions, we find two main conclusions.

~1! Maximal mixing,e50, is not a special point as far a
the phenomenology is concerned~in contrast with theory!.
No divergencies or discontinuities appear in the depende
of observables one. The dependence one is smooth and, in
many cases, very weak. To mention a few examples, the
time survival probability is 1/2 ate50. Earth regeneration
effects, however, enhance the survival probability. In t
MSW region the slope of the energy spectrum distortion
proportional to e in certain regions ofDm2, and conse-
quently changes sign ate50. The day–night asymmetry i
proportional to (11e).

~2! The character of thee dependence of observables
different in the vacuum oscillations and MSW regions. In t
regions of vacuum oscillation all the effects depend one
quadratically. More precisely, thee-dependent factors are o
two types:

11e2 ~averaged oscillations!,

12e2 ~nonaveraged oscillations!. ~52!

The dependence is symmetric with respect to interchang
e↔2e. In the MSW regions~both high and low!, observ-
ables depend one linearly. Obviously the dependence
nonsymmetric with respect toe↔2e. In the region of strong
adiabatic conversion~bottom of the pit! we get for the sur-
vival probability, the day–night asymmetry and the disto
tion parameter:

PD}~12e!, AN2D , sn}~11e!. ~53!

At the edges of the MSW region~edges of the suppressio
pit! we find

sn}e. ~54!

The quasivacuum oscillation regions, QVOL and QVOS, are
transition regions between the MSW and vacuum oscillat
regions, where the linear dependence of observables tr
form into quadratic dependence.

Thus, fore!1 the sensitivity of experiments to deviatio
from maximal mixing is much higher in the MSW regions.
will be difficult to measuree near maximal mixing ifDm2

turns out to be in the VO or QVO regions.

III. PRESENT STATUS OF MAXIMAL MIXING

In this section we describe the present status of maxi
as well as near-maximal mixing. We use for this purpose
latest available results on solar neutrinos from Homest
7-7
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@28#, SAGE @29#, GALLEX1GNO @30,31#, and the 1117
days of data sample of Super-Kamiokande@32,33# experi-
ments.

We calculate the acceptability of maximal and ne
maximal mixing as a function ofDm2 in the whole allowed
range, that is, below the upper boundDm2<1023 eV2 from
the reactor experiments@16,34#. The goal of this study is to
find excluded regions of the oscillation parametersDm22e,
as well as the regions of these parameters which are allo
and most plausible. We quantify our statements in terms
confidence level at which a given region is accepted~prob-

FIG. 2. Contours of constant confidence level~iso-contours! in
the Dm2–e plane. The shaded regions are accepted at the give
lower confidence level by the global fit of all available solar ne
trino data. The white area is excluded at 99.99% confidence le

FIG. 3. The dependence ofDx2 from the global analysis~with
the boron neutrino flux of the SSM! on Dm2 for e520.3 ~dashed
line!, 0 ~solid line!, and10.3 ~dashed-dotted line!. Dotted horizon-
tal line marks 99% CL. Below this line the corresponding oscil
tion parameters are accepted at a confidence level lower than
01300
-

ed
ofability of realization! or excluded. We study the dependen
of our conclusions on uncertainties in the solar neutr
fluxes ~the SSM uncertainties! as well as on the procedur
employed in the analysis. Some model- and the proced
independent statements are formulated. The extent to w
the results of this section hold in a three generation fram
work with uUe3u5” 0 is discussed in Sec. VI.

A. Global fit: allowed and forbidden regions

The results of a global fit to all existing experimental da
on solar neutrinos are shown in Figs. 2–5. The analysis
cludes rates in Chlorine@28#, Gallium @29–31#, and Super-
Kamiokande@32,33# experiments, as well as the zenith ang
dependence@32,33# and the shape of the recoil electron spe
trum @32,33# in Super-Kamiokande.

In Fig. 2 we plot the contours of constant confidence le
~iso-contours! in the Dm2–e plane. Points inside a given
contour are accepted at a lower confidence level than on
contour itself. In the ‘‘global’’ analysis we combine the in
formation on the day–night variation of the event rates a
the recoil energy spectrum at Super-Kamiokande by us
their independently measured spectra during the day and
ing the night. With this the total number of independent e

or
-
l.

-
%.

FIG. 4. Contours of constantx2 in the Dm22e plane for indi-
vidual experimental results. The various panels show the contr
tions of different results to the totalx2: ~a! total rates in SAGE and
GALLEX, ~b! total rate in Homestake, and the Super-Kamiokan
measurements of~c! the total rate,~d! zenith angle dependence, an
~e! recoil electron energy spectrum. In~f! we show iso-contours of
the totalx2.
7-8
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perimental inputs in the global analysis is 38 which includ
3 rates, and 35 data points for the Super-Kamiokande
and night recoil energy spectra (2318 bins minus 1 overal
normalization!. We do not include in the analysis the ne
lower energy bin as its systematic uncertainty is still un
study by the Super-Kamiokande Collaboration@33#. We use
the solar neutrino fluxes from the standard solar mo
~SSM! of Ref. @35# ~BP98!. The contours have been define
by the shift inx2,Dx2, with respect to the global minimum
in the whole plane of the oscillation parameters. The m
mum lies in the LMA solution region:

x2533.4 for 36 d.o.f. ~55!

which corresponds to a probability of 59%. For details on
statistical analysis we refer to Ref.@4#.

FIG. 5. The dependence ofDx2 on Dm2 for e520.3 ~dashed
line!, 0 ~solid line!, and 0.3~dashed-dotted line!. Dotted horizontal
lines mark 99% CL. Below this line the corresponding oscillati
parameters are accepted at a confidence level lower than 99%
three panels correspond to the following fits:~a! only total rates;~b!
all the data except for the Homestake result;~c! all data with the
boron neutrino flux treated as a free parameter.
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In Fig. 3 we show the dependence ofDx2 on Dm2 for
three different values ofe (20.3,0,10.3). This figure cor-
responds to threeDm2 profiles~cuts! of the confidence leve
from Fig. 2.

What is the impact of individual experimental results
the global fit? Panels~a!–~f! of Fig. 4 show the contours o
constantx i

2 for each individual observablei. As mentioned
above the totalx2 in panel~f! is obtained by combining the
x2 of the individual rates~including the correlation of their
theoretical errors! with the correspondingx2 for the Super-
Kamiokande night and day recoil energy spectra.

Our calculations allow us to define regions of oscillati
parameters that are excluded and others that are allowe
follows from Fig. 2 that there are two main regions ofDm2

which areexcludedat a very high~more than 99.99%) con
fidence level.

~1! The regeneration region: for maximal mixing we fin

Dm25~0.628!31026 eV2 ~e50!. ~56!

The excluded region increases withe for positive values of
e. In particular, for e50.3, the excluded range becom
Dm2;(0.4210)31026 eV2. The excluded region also ex
pands for negative values ofe at e&20.25.

In the regeneration region the solar neutrino observab
are strongly modified by thene-regeneration in Earth. As we
have discussed in Sec. II, the regeneration is always posi
thus leading to an increase in thene flux. Correspondingly,
the counting rates in all experiments increase. There are
main physical effects in the regeneration region that are
consistent with observations and therefore lead to the ex
sion.

~i! A large day–night asymmetry,AN2D*0.2 @see Figs.
4~d! and 6#, is in contradiction to the Super-Kamiokand

he

FIG. 6. Contours of constant day–night asymmetry at Sup
Kamiokande~thin lines! and of constant Ar-production rate~figures
at the thick curves in SNU! in the Dm2–e plane.
7-9
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result and plays a dominant role for positivee.
~ii ! A large Ar-production rate,QAr.4 SNU @see Figs.

4~b! and 6#, is in contradiction to the Homestake result a
leads to the increase of the excluded region for negativee.

~2! The vacuum oscillation region:

Dm25~0.1424!310210 eV2 ~e50!. ~57!

The size of this region depends very weakly one in the
interval20.3&e&10.3. The exclusion follows from the in
terplay between the total rates and the shape of the re
electron energy spectrum. Notice that the rates only@see Fig.
5~a!# can be reproduced rather well in some parts of
region in Eq.~57!. However, in these regions the distortio
of the recoil electron spectrum is in contradiction with t
Super-Kamiokande results@see Fig. 4~e!#. More specifically,
for Dm2;10210 eV2, a negative slope~or shift of the first
moment! in the ‘‘reduced’’ spectrum is expected. The r
duced spectrum is defined as the ratio

R~E![Ni~E!/Ni~E!SSM, ~58!

whereNi(E)@Ni(E)SSM# is the number of events in a give
electron energy,E, bin i with ~without! oscillations. In the
same way we define any ‘‘reduced’’ observable as the r
of its value with respect to the expected one in the SSM
the absence of oscillations.

~3! There is another region forbidden at 99.99% CL e
tending from Dm25(0.322)31028 eV2 for e50.3 to
Dm25631029 eV2 ande50.22. As seen in Fig. 3 this re
gion is forbidden with a lower CL. The exclusion follow
mainly from the effect of the rates as seen in Fig. 5~a! being
mainly driven by the bad fit to the Gallium rate@see Fig.
7~a!#.

We distinguish five regions of the oscillation paramet
where maximal mixing isallowedat a confidence level tha
is lower than 99.9%:

~1! Quasivacuum oscillation region with larg
Dm2(QVOL):

Dm2;S 3
E

10 MeV
28D31024 eV2, ~59!

whereE is the average detected energy for a given exp
ment. The upper bound comes from reactor experime
@16,34#. Here the flavor conversion is mainly due to averag
vacuum oscillations with only small matter corrections ins
the Sun and the Earth.

~2! MSW region with highDm2 ~high!:

Dm2;S 0.123
E

10 MeVD31024 eV2. ~60!

This region corresponds to the maximal and near-maxi
mixing part of the LMA solution. It is restricted from below
by strong Earth regeneration effects~large day–night asym
metry and large Ar-production rate!. Maximal mixing is ac-
ceptable at confidence level larger than 99.1%. As follo
from Fig. 3, the dependence ofDx2 on Dm2 is rather weak.
The global fit becomes substantially better with increase oe
~shift to positive values!: e*0.25 is accepted at 90% CL. Fo
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e50.3, the 90% CL allowed region expands toDm25(2
210)31025 eV2. In contrast, the goodness of the fit d
creases when we shift to negative values ofe.

~3! MSW region with lowDm2 ~low!:

Dm2;~0.123!31027 eV2. ~61!

Here maximal mixing is acceptable at;99% CL in the in-
terval

Dm2;~0.122!31027 eV2 ~CL<99%!. ~62!

For positivee the fit improves while for negativee it wors-
ens. In particular,e50.2 is accepted at;90% CL for
Dm2;(0.821.5)31027 eV2. The local minimum occurs a
Dm251.031027 eV2 and e50.21. With increase ofe the
accepted region ofDm2 shifts to larger values. Ate50.3 we
obtainDm25(0.622)31027 eV2. Conversely negative val
ues ofe are disfavored.

~4! Quasivacuum oscillation region with sma
Dm2 (QVOS):

Dm2;~0.121!31028 eV2. ~63!

FIG. 7. ~a! The germanium production rate,~b! the argon pro-
duction rate, and~c! the rate of events at Super-Kamiokande,
functions ofDm2 for 3 values ofe: 10.3 ~dashed-dotted lines!, 0
~solid lines!, 20.3 ~dashed lines!. The rates are normalized to th
BP98 no oscillation expectation. Also shown are the experime
constraints and the SMA prediction. See the text for more deta
7-10
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In this region the flavor conversion is due to~mainly nonav-
eraged! vacuum oscillations with small matter effects. Max
mal mixing is acceptable at;99% CL in the interval

Dm2;~0.521!31028 eV2 ~CL;99%!. ~64!

The fit becomes worse with increase ofueu, but while for e
.0 the QVOS region is essentially excluded, fore,0 we
still have a reasonably good fit.

~5! Vacuum oscillation region with relatively larg
Dm2(VACL):

Dm2;~0.421!31029 eV2. ~65!

Maximal mixing is accepted at a confidence level better th
99% only in a very small interval centered at

Dm2;6.6310210 eV2 ~CL<99%!. ~66!

In this interval, the goodness of the fit depends one very
weakly.

Summarizing, maximal~or near-maximal! mixing is al-
lowed at 99% or slightly lower CL in several small interva
of Dm2 in the QVOL , high, low, QVOS, and VACL solution
domains. The valuese50.05,0.1,0.2 are allowed at 99, 9
and 90% CL, respectively. At 4s, practically the whole high,
low, QVO, and VACL ranges are allowed.

Let us point out the role of individual experimental resu
in constraining maximal mixing~see Fig. 4!. The rates in the
gallium and Super-Kamiokande experiments can be well
counted for at maximal~or near-maximal! mixing, although
the Super-Kamiokande measurement slightly disfavor
negativee. The zenith angle distribution measured by Sup
Kamiokande gives some preference to the high region
excludes the strong regeneration region. In contrast,
Super-Kamiokande result on the recoil electron energy sp
trum gives some preference to the VACL , high, and low
regions and excludes the rangeDm25(0.324)310210 eV2.
Both the zenith angle distribution and the shape of spect
have weak dependence one. In contrast, total rates are se
sitive to e, especially in the high and low regions.

B. Dependence of the results on features of the analysis

Let us study the dependence of the allowed and exclu
regions in theDm22e plane on features of our analysis.

Total rates versus spectrum and zenith angle distributi
The total rates give the most stable, reliable, and statistic
significant information. We have carried out a fit to the thr
rates only. In Fig. 5~a! we show the dependence of the sh
of x2 for this analysis with respect to the absolute minimu
in the whole plane of oscillation parameters. The abso
minimum for the analysis of the three rates,x250.76 ~for
one d.o.f! is achieved in the SMA region. Comparing Fi
5~a! with Fig. 3, we learn that if we exclude the informatio
from the recoil electron energy spectrum and the day–n
variation of the event rates from our analysis, then the
lowed and forbidden regions are substantially modified.
particular, we note in Fig. 5~a! the following three features

~i! The goodness of the fit at maximal mixing from th
analysis of the three rates only is worse in whole MSW
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gion. At 99% CL only small interval in the low region i
allowed. The fit improves however with increase ofe. This
means that it is the data on the spectrum and the zenith a
distribution which favor maximal mixing.

~ii ! Allowed regions appear in the VAC solution rang
We learn that the data on the spectrum and the zenith a
distribution exclude~otherwise! allowed VAC regions.

~iii ! The regeneration region is still strongly disfavored
the high Ar-production rate.

The Homestake result: Consider the impact of the Ar
production rate on our results. In Fig. 4~b! we show the fit to
only this rate. From the figure we see that the Homest
result strongly disfavors maximal mixing for allDm2 above
10210 eV2, that is, in all the globally allowed regions. In Fig
5~b! we show the result of a global fit to the datawithout the
Homestake result. Clearly, the acceptability of maximal m
ing improves for allDm2*10210 eV2 with the best fit points
being in the low region,Dm251027 eV2. For e50.3 the
best fit is in VACL region. We would like to emphasize th
following points about a fit without the Homestake result.

~i! In the high region, maximal mixing is accepted alrea
at 1.7s with very little dependence one.

~ii ! In the whole low region, maximal mixing gives a ver
good fit.

~iii ! In the whole QVOL region, maximal mixing gives a
very good fit, but positive values ofe are still disfavored.

~iv! Regions of strong regeneration and VAC~small
Dm2) solutions are excluded by the Super-Kamiokande d
on the spectrum and the day–night asymmetry.

Solar neutrino flux uncertainties: Of all the relevant solar
neutrino fluxes, the boron neutrino flux suffers from the la
est uncertainty, leading to systematic errors in the predic
detection rate that cannot be estimated reliably at pres
One way to avoid this problem is to determine the bor
neutrino flux experimentally, using the total rate measured
the Super-Kamiokande experiment. Similar results are
tained if the boron neutrino flux is treated as a free param
in the analysis~in this case the Super-Kamiokande rate, b
ing the most precise and sensitive to the boron neutrino fl
will fix this flux !. In Fig. 5~c! we show the results of a globa
fit with the boron neutrino flux treated as a free parame
We plot the dependence ofDx2, thex2 shift with respect to
the absolute minimum, onDm2 for three different values of
e. The shape of the curves is very similar to that in Fig.
Also the allowed and excluded regions at a given CL pr
tically coincide with those in Fig. 3.~One should take into
account that now we have one additional free parameter
therefore a 99% CL corresponds toDx2511.36.! The reason
for this similarity lies in the fact that both the spectrum a
the day–night variation are flux independent. Furthermore
both cases the boron neutrino flux is fixed by the Sup
Kamiokande result.

A comparison of Fig. 3 and Fig. 5~c! shows that the re-
sults of our analysis are stable with respect to the way
the uncertainty in the boron neutrino flux is treated.

IV. MAXIMAL MIXING AND PREDICTIONS FOR
INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section we consider the predictions of~near-!
maximal mixing for various observables. This will clarify th
7-11
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sensitivity of individual experiments to the neutrino oscill
tion parameters in the relevant range. The extent to which
results of this section hold in a three generation framew
with uUe3u5” 0 is discussed in Sec. VI.

A. Total rates

In Fig. 7 we plot the values of the expected event rat
Germanium production rate, argon production rate, and
rate of events at Super-Kamiokande as functions ofDm2 for
three values ofe: 10.3,0,20.3. The rates are normalized
the no oscillation expectation,Ri[Qi /Qi

SSM. For each value
of e we plot three curves: the central curves give the
pected rates using central values of the BP98 fluxes and
upper and lower lines represent the theoretical uncerta
~without the error for the interaction cross sections! from
varying the nine parameters in the SSM within61s. The
horizontal lines give the experimental values within61s
experimental errors. The vertical lines in the rangeDm2

5(3210)31026 eV2 give the expectation from the SMA
99% CL region~again, including the theoretical uncertainti
in each point!.

Let us first discuss the dependence of the rates onDm2.
The rates are proportional to the survival probability. The
fore, the main features of Fig. 7 reflect the dependence of
survival probability onDm2/E @see Fig. 1 and Eqs.~26!,
~27!, and~28!#. For maximal mixing the survival probability
in the Sun as a function ofDm2/E is constant:PD51/2 @see
Eq. ~19!#. The probabilityPee is enhanced by the Earth re
generation effect for Dm2/E in the range (10215

210211) eV @see Eq.~36!#. Fore5” 0, the effects of the adia
batic edge situated atDm2/E5(10212210210) eV @Eq.
~40!#, and of the nonadiabatic edge situated atDm2/E
5(1021623310215) eV @Eq. ~43!#, become important. Fo
Dm2/E&10216 eV, an oscillatory behavior appears due
nonaveraged vacuum oscillations between the Sun and
Earth@Eq. ~28!#. With certain modifications all these feature
can be seen in Fig. 7. The simplest dependence is for
Super-Kamiokande rate since only one~boron! neutrino flux
contributes@Fig. 7~c!#. The Ar-production rate has an add
tional fine structure due to contributions from addition
fluxes, and in particular the beryllium neutrino flux. As c
be seen from Fig. 7~b!, an additional enhancement appears
the regeneration region atDm25331027 eV2 and the prob-
ability as a function ofDm2 becomes asymmetric in th
regeneration region. In the VAC and QVOS regions the bo-
ron neutrino ‘‘wave’’ is modulated by the beryllium wav
with a smaller amplitude. For the Ge-production rate, all
features of the curves are shifted~with respect to the Super
Kamiokande curves! to smaller values ofDm2 by a factor
;30. This feature is due to the fact that the main contrib
tion to QGe comes from thepp-neutrino flux with an average
detected energy of 0.3 MeV, about 30 times smaller than
average energy of the boron neutrino flux.

Let us consider now thee dependence of the rates. W
distinguish here between three different regions ofDm2.

~1! The QVOL region withDm2*331024 eV2. Here we
have essentially averaged vacuum oscillations, so that
survival probability is given by Eq.~26!.
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~2! The QVOS and VAC regions withDm2&1028 eV2.
Here we have essentially nonaveraged or partially avera
vacuum oscillations which take the form of Eq.~28!. In prin-
ciple matter effects strongly suppress the oscillations ins
the Sun and the Earth. However, the modification of
observables is small, since the size of the Sun~and the Earth!
is much smaller than the oscillation length in vacuum.

~3! The matter conversion~MSW! region is between thes
two QVO regions. The oscillation effect is strongly su
pressed. As explained in Sec. II, Earth matter effect is
portant but insensitive toe. The expression ofP in this re-
gion is given in Eqs.~40! and ~43!.

From Eqs.~26!, ~27!, and ~28! we can find straightfor-
wardly the dependence of the observables on deviations f
maximal mixing. For the VO, QVOS, and QVOL regions,
the following points are in order.

~1! The observables depend very weakly one. Correc-
tions to maximal mixing are ofO(e2).

~2! The dependence is symmetric under the excha
e↔2e. Minimum of the survival probability, and conse
quently, minima of rates, are ate50, that is, at maximal
mixing.

For the MSW regions, the following points are in orde
~1! The survival probability and the rates depend linea

on e. Corrections to the maximal mixing case are con
quently larger.

~2! The survival probability and the rates decrease w
increase ofe.

There are two transition regions between VO and p
matter conversion. In these regions, the symmetric dep
dence of the observables transforms into a linear depend
and the sensitivity to deviation from maximal mixing in
creases. The ambiguitye↔2e disappears.

Thus, in the region of pure matter conversion~inside the
Sun! the sensitivity of measurements of rates to a deviat
from maximal mixing is maximal. It is in this region that th
possibility of maximal mixing can be tested with the highe
accuracy. The correspondingDm2 range depends on the neu
trino energy. For the highest energies of the solar neutri
(E;10 MeV) we get the range of maximal sensitivit
Dm25102721024 eV2, while for the lowest energies (E
;0.3 MeV) the range isDm253310292331026 eV2.
Studying effects by the experiments with different ener
thresholds we can get high sensitivity to deviations fro
maximal mixing in whole range ofDm2 excluding VO.

In the next two sections we consider the dependence
specific rates on the oscillation parameters and evaluate
sensitivity of their present measurements to deviations fr
maximal mixing.

B. Ar-production rate

Let us now study the implications of the results presen
in Fig. 7~b! for the Ar-production rate and in Fig. 7~c! for the
Super-Kamiokande rate in the variousDm2 regions. As can
be seen in Fig. 7~b!, the Ar-production rate for maximal mix
ing in all favorable regions~high, low, VACL) lies in the
rangeRCl50.5060.08 (QAr53.960.6 SNU), which is 2s
above the Homestake result. The predictions fore510.3
7-12
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(20.3) are below~above! the values for maximal mixing by
just about 1s. As mentioned above, the highest sensitivity
QAr to e is achieved already in the high region, whereQAr
depends one linearly. For the Super-Kamiokande rate, w
get that for maximal mixing in all favorable regionsRSK
50.5860.12 which is 1s above the Super-Kamiokande r
sult. Moreover, comparing Figs. 7~b! and 7~c! we see that the
Ar-production rate and the Super-Kamiokande rate
strongly correlated as they are both dominated by the co
bution from boron flux neutrinos.

Next, in order to reduce the SSM uncertainty we norm
ize the boron neutrino flux to the Super-Kamiokande ra
More precisely, for each pair of the oscillation paramet
(Dm2,e) we find the boron neutrino flux which reproduc
the Super-Kamiokande event rate. All other fluxes and th
uncertainties are taken according to the BP98. Using
procedure we calculateQAr ~and in the next section als
QGe). The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 8.

From Fig. 8 we see that after boron flux normalizati
procedure the dependence ofQAr on e is relatively weak
since the ratio between the boron neutrino flux contribut
to QAr and the contribution from charged current interactio
to the Super-Kamiokande rate is independent of the surv
probability and therefore ofe. The e dependence ofQAr
comes directly from the suppression of the beryllium a
other~CNO and pep! neutrino fluxes, and indirectly from th
contribution of neutral current interactions to the Sup

FIG. 8. The dependence of the Ar-production rate one for vari-
ous values ofDm2 within the ~a! high, ~b! low, ~c! QVOS, and~d!
VO regions. Full, dashed, and dotted lines correspond to~a! Dm2

54, 0.8, and 0.231025 eV2, ~b! Dm251, 0.7, and 0.3
31027 eV2, ~c! Dm2510, 5, and 131029 eV2, ~d! Dm255, 0.3,
and 1310210 eV2, respectively. For each mass the three cur
correspond to the predicted central value plus and minus 1s theo-
retical uncertainties. The boron neutrino flux is normalized to
measured rate at Super-Kamiokande. The horizontal band c
sponds to the Homestake experimental result and its 1s error.
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Kamiokande rate. Expressing the boron neutrino fluxf B via
the SK rate,

f B;
RSK

P~12r !1r
, ~67!

we obtain

QAr;
QAr

B RSK

~12r 1r /P!
1QAr

B” P8. ~68!

Herer is the ratio of thenm2e andne2e cross sections,QAr
B

andQAr
B” are the SSM contributions to the Ar-production ra

from the boron neutrino flux and from all other low energ
fluxes, respectively, andP and P8 are the effective surviva
probabilities for the boron neutrino and low energy neutri
fluxes, respectively. The bands in Fig. 8 reflect 1s errors due
to the uncertainties in all, but the boron, neutrino fluxes.

As expected, in the QVO regions, QVOL and QVOS, the
e dependence is symmetric arounde50, QAr5QAr(e

2),
while in the pure matter conversion regions, high and lo
QAr depends one linearly. In the linear regime, the change
the Ar-production rate isDQAr;(0.720.8) SNU for 20.3
&e&10.3. This is about 3s for the present experimenta
error. In the quadratic regime the change is substanti
smaller:DQAr;(0.120.2) SNU. Clearly, the present sens
tivity is not enough to draw definite conclusions. Moreov
even after normalization of the boron neutrino flux to t
Super-Kamiokande rate, the predicted rate is higher than
Homestake result for all globally allowed values ofDm2.
The only statement that one can make is that the Homes
result favors a significant deviation from maximal mixing
the MSW region. Therefore checks of the Homestake re
and improved accuracy in measurements ofQAr by a factor
of 2 or higher would have important implications for max
mal and near-maximal mixing.

C. Ge-production rate

Let us now study the implications of the results presen
in Fig. 7~a! where we show the Ge-production rate as a fu
tion of Dm2 for different values of thee parameter and in
Fig. 9 where we plotQGe as a function ofe in the various
Dm2 regions. While the results plotted in Fig. 7~a! are ob-
tained within the SSM, the predicted rates shown in Fig
have been obtained after normalization of the boron neut
flux to the Super-Kamiokande measured rate as descr
previously for Fig. 8. In this case, unlike in the case of A
production rate, the results are very slightly modified by t
8B flux normalization since the Ge-production rate is dom
nated by the contribution from thepp-neutrino flux and the
corresponding theoretical uncertainties are smaller.

In the QVOL region, the rate is determined by averag
vacuum oscillations and therefore the expected rate is s
metric around maximal mixing. According to Eq.~28!, P(e
560.3)50.545 which corresponds to QGe570.3
63.5 SNU~with 1s theoretical error!. For exactly maximal
mixing we have P(e50)50.5 and the rate is minimal
QGe564.563.5 SNU. As seen in Fig. 7~a! the bands for the
different e values almost overlap and all the predictions a
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in agreement with the present experimental result. In ot
words, with present experimental error bars it is impossi
to measure deviations from maximal mixing.

In the part of the high region with smallDm2 the effects
for pp neutrinos occur in the transition between linear a
quadratice regimes. Consequently, the sensitivity ofQGe to
e is still below the present experimental accuracy. We fi
from Fig. 7~a!: QGe(e50)'QGe(e510.3)'60–68 SNU,
while QGe(e520.3)'7064 SNU, approximately 1s ~ex-
perimental! higher. From Fig. 9~a! we see that after the8B
normalization the variation of theQGe in e range
(20.3,10.3) is DQGe;(10–12! SNU, which is about 2s
~present experimental error!.

In the low region the sensitivity toe is maximal: thepp
neutrinos undergo pure matter conversion and the rate
pends one linearly. We get, forDm251027 eV2: QGe(e
520.3)59364 SNU, QGe(e50)577.563.5 SNU, and
QGe(e50.3)56163 SNU. The difference between the pr
dicted values ofQGe(e520.3) andQGe(e510.3) is more
than 2s ~experimental!. From Fig. 9~b! we see that after the
8B normalization the variation of theQGe in the e range
(20.3,10.3) is DQGe;(33–35! SNU, which is more than
5s ~present experimental error!. In this case one gets certa
restrictions one, although the confidence level is low. Fo
example, for Dm251027 eV2, the combined SAGE and
GALLEX1GNO result gives the 1s range 20.12<e<
10.2. Therefore, further decrease of the experimental e
bars by a factor of 2, from the present 5 SNU to 3–4 SN

FIG. 9. The dependence of the Ge-production rate one for
various values ofDm2 within the ~a! high, ~b! low, ~c! QVOS, and
~d! VO regions. Full, dashed, and dotted lines correspond to~a!
Dm254, 0.8, and 0.231025 eV2, ~b! Dm251, 0.7, and 0.3
31027 eV2, ~c! Dm2510, 5, and 131029 eV2, ~d! Dm255, 0.3,
and 1310210 eV2, respectively. For each mass the three cur
correspond to the predicted central value plus and minus 1s theo-
retical uncertainties. The boron neutrino flux is normalized to
measured rate at Super-Kamiokande. The horizontal band c
sponds to the averaged Gallium result and its 1s error.
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could have important implications for the mixing provide
that Dm2 will be fixed by some other independent measu
ment. Notice that in the low region one expects maxim
regeneration effect for thepp neutrinos which can be de
tected as, e.g., seasonal variation of the Ge-production
@27#.

The situation is similar in the QVOS region down to
Dm25531029 eV2: the Ge-production rate depends one
linearly andDQGe;30 SNU @see Fig. 9~c!#.

In the VO region, deviations from the maximal mixin
result are determined bye2 and the variations~for a given
Dm2) are small as shown in Fig. 9~d!: DQGe;5 –7 SNU.
Thus the sensitivity of present data is still low and practica
the whole intervaleP(20.3,10.3) is allowed at the~2–3)s
level.

In consequence serious implications for maximal mixi
require further decrease of the experimental error bars d
to 3–4 SNU.

D. The day-night asymmetry in electron scattering events

In Fig. 6 we show contours of constant day–night asy
metry of then –e scattering events in theDm2–e plane. The
Super-Kamiokande 1117 days result

AN2D52
N2D

N1D
;0.03460.026 ~69!

excludes at the 3s level the regionAN2D*0.11 which cor-
responds, at maximal mixing, to

431027&Dm2&1.331025 eV2. ~70!

The exclusion interval increases slightly withe. The prefer-
able regions ofDm2 for e50 are

Dm25~2.5210!31025 eV2,
~71!

Dm25~0.622.2!31027 eV2.

We emphasize that these results are SSM independent
have no ambiguities related to the analysis of the data.

E. Zenith angle distribution of electron scattering events

In Fig. 10 we show the zenith angle distribution of even
in Super-Kamiokande for maximal and near-maximal mixi
and for various values ofDm2 from the allowed regions.
Significant enhancement of the night rate is expected in
high and low regions.

In the high region the distribution of events during th
night is rather flat and the dependence one is weak, so it will
be difficult to use the shape to measuree. The dependence
on Dm2 is also weak. Maximal signal is expected in theN3
or/andN5 ~core! bins.

In the low region the oscillations occur in the matt
dominated regime~see Sec. II! when the oscillation length
practically coincides with the refraction length,l m' l 0. For
those trajectories crossing the mantle only (N1 –N4), the
latter can be approximately determined by the average d
sity along the trajectory. Maximal effect~which corresponds
to the oscillation phase5p) is realized for the trajectories
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with cosuZ50.3, i.e., in theN2 bin @see Fig. 10~b!#. The
phase 2p is collected at cosuZ;0.5 which corresponds to
minimum of the signal. Notice also that the zenith ang
distribution depends one very weakly. For a given trajectory
the amplitude of the oscillation is determined by the mixi
angle in the Earth matter

sin2 2uE;
1

hE
221122ehE

21
~72!

wherehE the parameterh in the Earth defined in Eq.~31!.
Thus sin22uE is an increasing function ofe @see also Eq.
~17!#. As a consequence the number of events in max
increases withe as seen in Fig. 10~b!. Present data do no
show any enhancement in theN2 bin.

We conclude that precise measurements of the ze
angle distribution would allow the determination ofDm2 and

FIG. 10. The zenith angle distribution of events in Sup
Kamiokande and the predictions with~near-!maximal mixing for
various values ofDm2 within the ~a! high and~b! low regions.

FIG. 11. The ‘‘reduced’’ spectrum for Super-Kamiokande f
e50 and various values ofDm2.
01300
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probably resolve the high/low ambiguity but are unlikely
play a significant role in the determination ofe.

F. The recoil electron energy spectrum

In Fig. 11 we show the expected recoil electron spectr
for maximal mixing with various values ofDm2 in the re-
gions allowed by the global fit. In the high and low regio
the ‘‘reduced’’ spectra,R(E), are flat. Strong distortion is
expected in the VACL region. Thus further improvement o
the measurement of the recoil electron spectrum can
criminate between the MSW and VACL regions.

For large enoughDm2 ande5” 0 a distortion in the spec
trum appears due to the effect of the adiabatic edge@Fig.
12~a!#. This feature can be traced from the dependence of
survival probability onDm2/E ~see Fig. 1!. For a positivee
conversion inside the sun leads to negative slope of the
duced spectrum:R(E) is larger at low energies. For negativ
e, R(E) increases withE and the slope is positive. In th
small Dm2 part of the low region the distortion of the spe
trum is induced by the effect of the nonadiabatic edge~Fig.
1, Dm2/4E5(0.3–3)310215 eV. Here the situation is oppo
site to that for the high region. The slope is positive f
positive e and negative for negativee as illustrated in Fig.
12~b!.

As follows from Figs. 11 and 12, the measurement of
electron energy spectrum provides information mainly on
value ofDm2 but it will be difficult to determinee by mea-
suring the slope~first moment of the spectrum! in the inter-
val 20.3<e<0.3 at Super-Kamiokande. At present Sup
Kamiokande has presented the measured value^T&58.14
60.02 MeV. The precision of this measurement is to
compared with the maximum theoretically expected var
tion D^T&5u^T&(e50.3)2^T&(e520.3)u,0.025 MeV
which occurs for the two values ofDm2 shown in Fig. 12.
Thus with the existing experimental precision, in the MS
region, the full range ofe is allowed at;1s.

-
FIG. 12. The ‘‘reduced’’ spectrum for Super-Kamiokande f

~a! Dm25231024 eV2 and ~b! Dm25631028 eV2 with e
520.3,0,0.3.
7-15
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V. TESTS OF MAXIMAL MIXING IN FUTURE
EXPERIMENTS

In this section we consider the prospects of test
~near-!maximal mixing of the electron neutrinos in futur
experiments. We study various possibilities to measure
deviatione and we estimate the accuracy at which maxim
mixing can be established or excluded. The extent to wh
the results of this section hold in a three generation fram
work with uUe3u5” 0 is discussed in Sec. VI.

A. General requirements

There are two requirements for a precise determinatio
the mixing:

~1! Uncertainties in the original neutrino fluxes should n
play a role. For this purpose we will consider SSM indepe
dent observables, or at least observables which do not
pend on the uncertainties in the boron neutrino flux.

~2! At least two independent observables should be m
sured. As we have seen in Sec. III, the survival probabi
Pee and consequently all observables depend on bothe and
Dm2. Even in the case of maximal mixing when the so
survival probability is constant,PD51/2, a dependence o
Pee on Dm2 appears due to the Earth regeneration effect

Thus, to determine the mixing, one should find two ind
pendent observables which~i! are free of flux uncertainties
~ii ! can be measured with high accuracy, and~iii ! depend on
different combinations ofe and Dm2. In what follows we
will identify such observables and study the accuracy
which mixing can be measured.

B. GNO and Super-Kamiokande

The main objective of the GNO experiment@31# is to
reach an accuracy;3 SNU in the measurement of the G
production rate,QGe. Also seasonal variations ofQGe will be
studied. Super-Kamiokande will continue to collect data
at least 10 years. With an energy threshold as low as 5 M
the accuracy in measuring the day–night asymmetry will
prove to;0.010–0.015.

Notice that, in the MSW region,AN2D is mostly sensitive
to Dm2, whereasQGe has strong dependence one. Therefore
the pair of observables (AN2D ,QGe) is, in principle, very
useful for measurements of the oscillation parameters in
matter conversion region.

In Fig. 13 we show simultaneously contours of const
AN2D at Super-Kamiokande site andQGe in the Dm2–e
plane. The iso-contours forQGe have been obtained for cen
tral values of the solar fluxes according to BP98. The th
retical (1s) uncertainty is about62 SNU.

The iso-contours ofQGe andAN2D are nearly perpendicu
lar to each other, which reflects the fact that these obs
ables depend on different combinations of the oscillation
rameters. However, the accuracy of the present experime
results is not enough to put statistically significant bounds
the mixing. The present experimental 1s intervals areQGe
;69–80 SNU andAN2D;0.01–0.06. The resulting con
straints on the mixing parameters can be read from Fig.
in the high region, 20.2*e and Dm2;(1.528)
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31025 eV2, and in the low region20.10&e&10.15 and
Dm2;(0.5–2)31027 eV2. Inclusion of the theoretical un
certainties will expand these regions, especially in the h
case where the sensitivity ofQGe to e is rather low.

Notice that the present Gallium data somewhat disfa
maximal mixing in the high region. We estimate that the 1s
accuracy of the determination ofe is

De'0.1520.20 ~1s!. ~73!

Within 2s experimental errors the allowed regions cov
most of high parameter space of Fig. 13~a!, and practically
the entire low parameter space of Fig. 13~b!. All values of
eP(20.3,10.3) become allowed at the 2s level.

With more data from GNO and higher statistics Sup
Kamiokande measurements of the asymmetry one can r
better sensitivity.

C. SNO

The SNO experiment@36# will study various observables
in three types of processes.

~1! Charged current neutrino–deuteron scattering: the
tal rate above a certain threshold~we denote the re-
duced rate of events by@CC#!, the energy distribution
of events ~electron energy spectrum!, and the time
variation of events which can be characterized by
day–night asymmetryAN2D

CC , the zenith angle distri-
bution, and the seasonal asymmetry.

~2! Neutrino–electron scattering: the total rate@ES#, elec-
tron energy spectrum, and time variations.

~3! Neutral current neutrino–deuteron scattering: the to
rate @NC#, and time variations.

Since the SNO observables depend on the boron neu
flux only ~we neglect the effect of the hep–neutrino flux!, the
ratios of rates are flux independent. Also relative time var
tions and energy spectrum distortion are flux independen
what follows, all the results will be presented for an ener
threshold of 5 MeV.

FIG. 13. Iso-contours ofAN2D at Super-Kamiokande~thin
lines! and ofQGe ~thick curves with numbers in SNU! in theDm2–
e plane for the high~a! and low ~b! regions.
7-16
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In Fig. 14~a! we show the iso-contours of the double ra
@ES#/@CC# in the Dm22e plane. In terms of averaged su
vival probability, P(Dm2,e), the ratio can be written as

@ES#

@CC#
;12r 1

r

P
512r 1

2r

f ~12e!
. ~74!

The last equality applies in the MSW region. The factorf
5O(1) and deviates from unity due to Earth matter effe
which are small@see Eq.~34!# andr is the ratio between the
nx2e andne2e ~ES! cross sections. The ratio@ES#/@CC# is
larger than 1 and depends rather weakly on the oscilla
parameters. From Eq.~74! we find the relation between th
accuracy of measurements of@ES#/@CC#, D(@ES#/@CC#), and
the corresponding accuracy of determination ofe:

De;
f

2r
DS @ES#

@CC# D . ~75!

That is, the accuracy is lowered by factor 1/2r'3. As fol-
lows from Fig. 14~b!, in the MSW region the ratio@ES#/@CC#
increases withe for fixed Dm2. It varies within the limits
@ES#/@CC#'1.1560.10 for e50.060.3. This variation is
comparable with the expected 1s error which is dominated
by the uncertainty in the neutrino–deuteron cross sec
(;6%) @37,38# ~statistical error has been calculated assu
ing 5000 CC and 500 ES events!. Consequently no signifi-
cant constraints on the oscillation parameters can be
tained, unless the uncertainty in the cross-section is redu
According to Eq.~75!, 10% precision in@ES#/@CC# corre-
sponds toDe'0.3.

In Fig. 14~b! we show the iso-contours of the double ra
@NC#/@CC# in the Dm2–e plane. In terms ofP(Dm2,e), the
ratio can be written as

@NC#

@CC#
;

1

P
5

2

f ~12e!
, ~76!

FIG. 14. Iso-contours of the double ratios of rates in theDm2–
e plane:~a! @ES#/@CC#; ~b! @NC#/@CC# for SNO.
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where, again, the last equality is valid in the MSW regio
From Eq.~76! we get for the accuracy in the determinatio
of e in the MSW region:

De;
f

2
DS @NC#

@CC# D . ~77!

Here the prefactor is smaller than 1. Moreover, the dou
ratio @NC#/@CC# will be determined with much better accu
racy than@ES#/@CC#. The theoretical uncertainties related
the neutrino–deuteron cross sections essentially cancel
The total 1s error, which includes a statistical error for 500
CC and 2000 NC events, is about 3.6%. According to E
~77!, this corresponds toDe;0.04 for fixedDm2. As fol-
lows from Fig. 14~a!, in the MSW region the ratio@NC#/
@CC# increases withe for fixed Dm2. It varies within the
limits 1.2–2.7 fore in the range (20.3,10.3). This variation
is much larger than the expected 1s error, D(@NC#/@CC#)
;0.08 ~for @NC#/@CC#52!.

In the allowed regions of the oscillation parameters,
ratio @NC#/@CC# depends strongly one. A precise determina-
tion of Dm2 in these regions can be achieved from measu
ments of time variations, in particular, the day–night asy
metry AN2D

CC . In Fig. 15 we show iso-contours ofAN2D
CC and

@NC#/@CC# in the Dm2–e plane. Notice that the asymmetr
of the CC events is larger than the asymmetry of the
events for the same values of the oscillation parameters.
contours have weak dependence one. The combined analy-
sis of @NC#/@CC# ~sensitive mostly toe) andAN2D

CC ~sensitive
to Dm2) can give a precise determination of the oscillati
parameters. According to this figure, measurements yield
@NC#/@CC#;23(160.04) and AN2D

CC ;0.13(160.3) will
determinee to an accuracy of order

De'0.0520.07 ~1s!. ~78!

Notice that the same pairs of values (AN2D
CC , @NC#/@CC#!

appear in the high and low regions. The low/high ambigu
can be resolved by the KamLAND@39# reactor experiment
which will give a positive oscillation signal in the case of th

FIG. 15. Iso-contours of@NC#/@CC# ~thick lines! and of AN2D
CC

for SNO ~thin lines! in theDm2–e plane in the~a! high and~b! low
regions.
7-17
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high solution. It can also be resolved by the Borexino exp
ment which will show strong Earth regeneration effect in t
low region as discussed next.

D. Borexino

The Borexino collaboration@40# will measure the total
rate of ES events and search for time variations of the sig

In Fig. 16 we show iso-contours of the reduced rateRBe
~suppression factor! and iso-contours of the day–night asym
metry in theDm2–e plane. As discussed before for Supe
Kamiokande and SNO, the day–night asymmetry is sensi
mainly toDm2 while the deviation from maximal mixing ca
be restricted by the rate for which we can write

RBe5r Be1~12r Be!P, ~79!

where r Be'0.24 is the ratio of thenm2e to ne2e cross
sections for the beryllium neutrinos.

From Eq.~79! and Fig. 16 we observe the following be
haviors.

~i! In the QVOL region, the survival probabilityP depends
quadratically one. We find RBe;0.62 with very weake
dependence.

~ii ! In the high region, the transition between the quadra
and lineare dependence occurs. ForDm2;1025 eV2 the
rate increases from 0.54 to 0.71 whene decreases from10.3
to 20.3. The day–night asymmetry is very small here.

~iii ! In contrast, in the low region Borexino has high
sensitivity to the oscillation parameters. For maximal m
ing, RBe is in the interval 0.65–0.70, and the asymmetry c
be as large as 30%. The probability depends linearly one, so
that we get the following from Eq.~79!:

De;
2

12r Be
DRBe. ~80!

Still, the sensitivity toe is low but Borexino will play a
crucial role in fixingDm2 and in particular by the measure
ment of the day–night asymmetry will be able to resolve

FIG. 16. Iso-contours of the reduced rate~thick lines! and the
day–night asymmetry~thin lines! predicted for the Borexino ex
periment in theDm2–e plane for the QVOL and high~a!, and low
and QVOS ~b! regions.
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high/low ambiguity which may remain after the measu
ments at Super-Kamiokande and SNO.

E. Low Nu experiments

A new generation of experiments aiming at a high pre
sion real time measurement of the low energy solar neut
spectrum is now under study@41#. Some of them such us
HELLAZ, HERON, and SUPER-MuNu@42# intend to detect
the elastic scattering of the electron neutrinos with the e
trons of a gas and measure the recoil electron energy an
direction of emission. The proposed experiment LENS pla
to detect the electron neutrino via its absorption in a he
nuclear target with the subsequent emission of an elec
and a delayed gamma emission@43#. The expected rates a
those experiments for the proposed detector sizes are o
order of ;1 –10pp neutrinos a day. Consequently, with
running time of 2 years they can reach a sensitivity of a f
percent in the total neutrino rate at low energy, provided t
they can achieve sufficient background rejection. This wo
allow the determination ofe with a similar precision of a few
percent, in particular in the QVOS, where SNO and
Borexino cannot give much information due to their high
energy threshold.

Sensitivity to the oscillation parameters in the LMA r
gion can also be achieved in experiments detecting low
ergy n̄e fluxes from nuclear reactors~detection threshold is
aboutEth51.8 MeV). The Borexino experiment, in additio
to detecting solar neutrinos, aims to detect the diffuse flu
from nuclear reactors in Europe, mainly in France and G
many, at an average distance;800 km. The KamLAND ex-
periment @39# aims at detecting the low energy diffusen̄e
fluxes from reactors in Japan from an average distance
;200 km. Both experiments can provide important inform
tion in discriminating between the high and low solution
However, they are expected to be very weakly sensitive toe.
Given the short distances traveled by the neutrinos, ma
effects are negligible for both experiments. Consequen
the survival probability for these experiments takes
vacuum form of Eqs.~26! and ~28! which depend only qua-
dratically one. With the expected achievable limits on th
survival probability of about;10–20 %, a measurement o
ueu,0.3 seems unfeasible.

VI. EFFECTS OF THE THIRD NEUTRINO

In the general case of three neutrino mixing whenuUe3u
Þ0 the definition of deviation from maximal mixing be
comes ambiguous. Formally, maximal mixing of thene in
the three neutrino context can be defined as the equ
u125p/4 whereu12 is the rotation angle in the plane of th
first and second mass eigenstates. Phenomenologically
viations from maximal mixing can be defined as a deviat
of the averaged probability from 1/2 or a deviation of t
depth of oscillations from 1.

Let us consider neutrino mass spectrum which expla
also the atmospheric neutrino problem via~mainly! nm2nt
oscillations. This implies

uDm(
2 u[uDm21

2 u!uDm31
2 u.uDm32

2 u5uDmatm
2 u. ~81!
7-18
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In this case~as far as solar neutrinos are concerned! the
oscillations driven byDmatm

2 can be averaged. This situatio
justifies our use ofhS as defined in Eq.~21! and hE as
defined in Eq.~31! in the calculation of the survival prob
abilities. We get the following expression for the surviv
probability @44#:

Pee5~12uUe3u2!2P21uUe3u4, ~82!

whereP25P(Dm2,u,V) is the two neutrino mixing surviva
probability determined by

Dm25Dm(
2 , tanu5uUe2 /Ue1u, V5V0~12uUe3u2!.

~83!

where V0 is the matter potentialV05A2GFrYe /mN . In
principle we can define a parametere2 which describes the
deviation from maximal mixing ofu defined in Eq.~83!
similarly to the two neutrino parameterse anduex of Eq. ~3!.
Then the deviation from maximal mixing in the three ne
trino context will depend on the specific physical situation
the mass splittingDm(

2 and the mixing angleu induce
vacuum oscillations, thenP2'(11e2

2)/2 and Eq.~82! gives

Pee'
1

2
1

e2
2

2
2uUe3u2. ~84!

Thus one can define the deviation from maximal mixing
the three neutrino context in this case ase3

v5e2
222uUe3u2.

Clearly, the three neutrino case reduces to the two neut
case if

uUe3u2! 1
2 e2

2 . ~85!

Taking uUe3u2 at the level of the CHOOZ bound@16#,
uUe3u2;0.05, Eq.~85! gives ue2u@0.3.

If Dm(
2 andu lead to the adiabatic conversion in matte

thenP2'(12e2)/2 and Eq.~82! gives

Pee'
1

2
2

e2

2
2uUe3u2. ~86!

Here it is useful to characterize the deviation from maxim
mixing through e3

m5e212uUe3u2. Corrections due to the
third generation can be neglected provided that

uUe3u2! 1
2 e2 . ~87!

For uUe3u2;0.05, Eq.~87! givese2@0.1.
We have verified that, in the case of adiabatic transitio

the results of our calculations of the expected rates in
two-neutrino mixing scenario can be translated to a go
approximation to the case of three-neutrino mixing with t
simple replacement ofe2 with e3

m . This applies, for instance
to the contours for the Ar-production rate in Fig. 6 and t
predictions in Figs. 7 and 8 in the range 1025*Dm2/eV2

*1028. It also applies to the Ge-production rate in F
13~b! and the corresponding predictions in Fig. 7 and F
9~b! and 9~c!. For the predictions of the SNO rates it can
used for Figs. 15 and 14 in the range 1024*Dm2/eV2

*1027, and for the predicted rates at Borexino in Fig. 16~b!
for Dm2/eV2*531029.
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In the case of averaged vacuum oscillations (QVOL) the
results for the three-neutrino scenario can be read from
results presented here with the replacement ofe2

2 with e3
v .

For long wavelength oscillations (QVOS and VO!, the results
for the three-neutrino scenario cannot be directly deriv
from our results. Thus our predictions in these regions o
hold for very small values of the mixing angleuUe3u, well
below the present CHOOZ bound.

Concerning the value ofUe3, although certain improve-
ment on the present CHOOZ bound may be expected f
long baseline experiments, such as K2K and MINOS@45#,
their final sensitivity is still unclear as it depends on th
capability of discriminating against thene beam contamina-
tion. Ultimate sensitivity can be achieved at experiments p
formed with neutrino beams from muon-storage rings at
so-called neutrino factories@46#.

VII. MAXIMAL MIXING AND OTHER EXPERIMENTS

In the preceding sections we have concentrated on eff
in the solar neutrinos. Mixing of the electron neutrino can
probed in a number of other experiments.

A. Atmospheric neutrinos

Maximal and near-maximal mixing of the electron neut
nos can be probed in the atmospheric neutrino studies.
oscillations in the Earth matter with parameters from t
LMA or high regions can give an observable effect in t
e-like events. The electron neutrino flux at the detector@47–
50# can be written as@50#

Fe5Fe
0@11Pem~r cos2u2321!#, ~88!

where r[Fm
0 /Fe

0 is the ratio of the original electron an
muon neutrino fluxes,Pem5P(Dm(

2 ,e2) is the two neutrino
transition probability, andu23 is thenm2nt mixing respon-
sible for the dominant mode of the atmospheric neutrino
cillations. The transition probability can be of order one
Dm2.331024 eV2. It decreases fast withDm2/E due to
matter suppression of the mixing. Thus the biggest effec
expected in the low energy~sub-GeV! events sample. Notice
that the probabilityPem enters in Eq.~88! with a ‘‘screening
factor’’ ( r cos2u2321) which turns out to be small. Indeed
for the sub-GeV sampler'2 and the screening factor i
exactly zero for maximal mixing in the atmospheric neut
nos @50,51#. The factor equals approximately cos 2u23, so
that for sin2 2u2350.95 we get about 0.22.

For u23,p/4 the oscillations lead to the excess of t
e-like events. Indeed some excess is hinted by the SK d
The excess can be defined asNe /Ne

021, whereNe and Ne
0

are the numbers of events with and without oscillations. T
excess can be written in a matter dominant regime of os
lations (hE!1) as

Ne

Ne
0

21'cos 2u23hE
2~12e2 hE!, ~89!

wheree2 was defined below Eq.~83!. The excess depends o
e2 linearly and it increases withhE . However, it is even
7-19
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more sensitive to deviations ofu23 from the maximal mixing
value. ForDm21

2 51024 eV2 and sin2 2u2350.95 the excess
reaches about 3% and the dependence one is weak. For
Dm21

2 5231024 eV2 and the sameu23, we find the excess
about 4.5%. Significant dependence one appears forDm12

2

5331024 eV2. However, it is unlikely given the size of th
effect that atmospheric neutrino data will give any significa
information on the value ofe2.

B. Supernova neutrinos

Maximal or near-maximal mixing of the electron neut
nos will significantly modify properties of neutrino burs
from supernovae. The effects depend crucially on feature
the whole neutrino mass spectrum and in particular on
value of Ue3 and whether the mass hierarchy is norm
(Dm31

2 .0) or inverted (Dm31
2 ,0). Let us summarize her

the main results~for more details see Ref.@52# and refer-
ences therein!.

All oscillation and conversion effects in supernova neu
nos are determined by the total survival probability of t
electron neutrinos which in this section we will write asp,
and total survival probability of the electron antineutrinosp̄.
~This property is related to the fact that the original spec
of the muon and the tau neutrinos are identical and that
muon and tau neutrinos cannot be distinguished at the de
tion point.!

The probabilities should include the effects of propag
tion inside the star, on the way to the Earth and inside
Earth. Using the probabilitiesp and p̄, one can write the
fluxes of the electron neutrinos,Fe , and electron antineutri
nos, Fē , at the detector in terms of the original electro
~anti!neutrino fluxes,Fe

0 and Fē
0 , and the nonelectron neu

trino flux Fx
0[Fm

0 5Ft
05F m̄

0
5F t̄

0 :

Fe5p•Fe
01~12p!•Fx

0 , Fē5 p̄•Fē
0
1~12 p̄!•Fx

0 .
~90!

In general,p and p̄ depend on the neutrino energy.
Let us summarize the results for specific neutrino m

and flavor spectra.
~1! If uUe3u2.331024 the conversion in the resonanc

related to the largest~atmospheric! splitting (Dm31
2 ) will be

completely adiabatic and the final effect depends on the t
of mass hierarchy. In the case of normal hierarchy (n3 is the
heaviest state! the resonance conversion occurs in the n
trino channel and for the survival probability we get

p'uUe3u2!1. ~91!

This probability is practically independent of the propert
~mass, flavor! of the first and second mass eigenstates.
particular, there is no sensitivity toe and no Earth matte
effect is expected for neutrinos.

In contrast, the antineutrino channels will not be affec
by the high resonance andp̄ will be determined by physics
of the two light levels.
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For parameters in the high and low regions, the neutr
propagation in the star is adiabatic, so that the survival pr
ability in the star equals

p̄'cos2u125
1
2 ~11e!. ~92!

This probability can be further modified due to oscillations
the matter of the Earth. Thus, we expect the following co
sequences:~i! disappearance of thene neutronization peak;
~ii ! hardne spectrum~coinciding with the originalnm) spec-
trum at the cooling stage

Fe'Fx
0 ; ~93!

~iii ! compositen̄e spectrum

Fē5
1

2
~Fē

0
1Fx

0!2
e

2
~Fx

02Fē
0
!; ~94!

~iv! strong Earth matter effect~which leads to different sig-
nals at various detectors!. For the high mass range, the Ear
effect is maximal in the high energy part of the spectru
E.20 MeV, whereas for the low solution the largest effe
is in the low energy part.

According to Eq.~94!, the e-dependent term is propor
tional to the difference of the original fluxes. Thus due to t
uncertainties in the predicted fluxes it will be difficult t
measuree. In order to reduce the theoretical uncertainty, o
could in principle compare numbers ofne and n̄e events at
large E which are determined by, respectively,Fx

0 and
Fx

0(12e)/2 and are proportional to the same flux.
For parameters of the two light states in the VO regio

the neutrino propagation in the star is nonadiabatic, so
the survival probability can be writen as

p̄'~12Pc!cos2u121Pc sin2u125
1
2 1e~ 1

2 2Pc!, ~95!

where the jump probabilityPc depends on the details of th
density profile in the outer regions of the star and cannot
reliably predicted. Practically, the probability should lie b
tween the adiabatic value~92! and the pure vacuum oscilla
tion expressionp5(11e2)/2.

In the case of inverted mass hierarchy the sensitivity te
appears in the neutrino channel and neutrinos and antine
nos interchange their roles. Now the resonance is in the
tineutrino channel so that

p̄'uUe3u2!1, ~96!

and the oscillations in the neutrino channels will be det
mined by physics of the two light levels. For paramete
from the high and low regions the propagation in the sta
adiabatic and

p'sin2u125
1
2 ~11e!. ~97!

Moreover, Earth matter effects are expected for neutrin
For the VO region we find, similarly to Eq.~95!,

p' 1
2 2e 1

2 2Pc . ~98!
7-20
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In this inverted scheme we predict:~i! partial disappear-
ance of thene neutronization peak;~ii ! hard spectrum of the
electron antineutrinos

Fē'Fx
0 ; ~99!

~iii ! compositene spectrum

Fe5
1

2
~Fe

01Fx
0!1

e

2
~Fx

02Fe
0!; ~100!

~iv! Earth matter effects are expected in the neutrino chan
only.

~2! If uUe3u2,331026, the effect of the third neutrino
can be neglected: in the resonance channel the trans
driven byUe3 is strongly nonadiabatic, and in the nonres
nance channel the mixing is always very small. In this c
the problem is reduced to transitions in the two level syst
with parameters determined byDm21

2 5Dm(
2 and e. As a

result both neutrino and antineutrino channels turn out to
sensitive toe. The effects include those considered abo
both for normal and inverted mass hierarchy.

For high and low regions of parameters the propaga
proceeds adiabatically, and for the survival probabilities
get the expressions given in~92! and~97!. Correspondingly,
neutrino and antineutrino spectra will be given by Eqs.~94!
and ~100!. Thus we predict that both neutrino and antine
trino spectra will be composite, consisting of nearly eq
admixture of the soft and hard components. In the high
ergy part where effects of the soft components can be
glected we get from Eqs.~94! and ~100!,

Fe

Fē

;112e. ~101!

That is, largerne signal ~as compared withn̄e) is expected
for e.0 and smaller fore,0. Also Earth matter effect is
expected in both neutrino and antineutrino channels.

~3! If uUe3u2 is in the intermediate region, 331026–3
31024, the adiabaticity in high mass resonance is partia
violated and we expect some intermediate situation betw
those described in~1! and ~2!. In particular, bothne and n̄e
spectra will be composite, however admixtures of the s
and hard components will be unequal, etc.

To conclude, one expects strong influence of maximal
near–maximal mixing on the properties of the neutri
bursts. However, the uncertainties in the predicted neut
spectra will make it difficult to obtain high sensitivity toe.

Notice also that the analysis of the SN 1987A data gi
the 99% CL bound onp.0.65. This would correspond t
p̄.0.3 @53#. Some recent calculations show that the diffe
ence betweenn̄e andn̄m original spectra can be rather sma
which would somewhat relax the above bound.

C. Neutrinoless double beta decay

The effective Majorana mass of the electron neutrinomee
relevant for the neutrinoless double beta decay is sensitiv
the distribution of the electron neutrino flavor in the ma
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eigenstates~see Ref.@54# for recent discussions!. The contri-
bution to the effective massmee from the two mass eigen
states responsible for the solar neutrino conversion can
written in terms of the oscillation parameters as

mee5
1
2 um1~11e!1Am1

21Dm(
2 ~12e!eif12u, ~102!

wherem1 is the mass of the first eigenstate andf12 is the
relative phase of the first and the second mass eigenva
In the case of strong mass hierarchy,m1

2!Dm(
2 we get from

Eq. ~102!,

mee'
1
2 ADm(

2 ~12e!. ~103!

According to this equation in the high region the effecti
mass can be as big as~1–2)31022 eV which can be probed
at the next generation of the double beta decay experim
@55#. Notice that the contribution from the third mass eige
state is strongly restricted by present experimental bo
mee,231023 eV.

Although the dependence ofmee on e is rather strong, it
will be difficult to measuree due to the uncertainties in th
nuclear matrix elements. Equation~103! can be considered
as a test equation: if the measured values ofmee, e, and
Dm(

2 indeed satisfy this equation~within experimental and
theoretical uncertainties! it will testify for the validity of the
whole scheme.

In the case of strong mass degeneracy,m1
2@Dm(

2 we get

mee'
1
2 m1u~11e!1~12e!eif12u, ~104!

where both nonoscillation parametersm1 and f12 are un-
known. For f125p and (0) the mass equalsmee
5m1e (m1), so thate determines the lower bound onmee.
If mee and e are measured, the above equalities will det
mine the upper bound and the lower bounds on the abso
scale of the neutrinos mass:mee,m1,mee/e.

In the case of inverted mass hierarchy the two states
sponsible for the solar neutrino conversion are degener
m1'm2'ADmatm

2 and the effective majorana mass can
written as

mee'
1
2 ADmatm

2 u~11e!1~12e!eif12u. ~105!

In this case the measurement ofe will allow us to determine
the phasef12. According to Eq. ~105!, ADmatm

2 e,mee

,ADmatm
2 which can be used as a test inequality for a giv

scheme.
Thus measurements ofe in the oscillation experiments

will allow to determine or restrict the effective massmee in
the context of certain schemes of neutrino masses and
ing.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have explored the phenomenological co
sequences of~near-!maximal mixing of electron neutrinos
with other standard neutrinos. The possibility of such ma
mal or near-maximal lepton mixing constitutes an intrigui
challenge for fundamental theories of flavor. Our aim w
twofold. First we have formulated the present status of ma
7-21
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mal mixing of ne in the light of existing experimental dat
from solar neutrino experiments. Second we have explo
the best ways to measure deviations from such maximal m
ing at future experiments.

We show in Sec. II that both probabilities and observab
depend one quadratically in the regions ofDm2 where the
effects are due to vacuum oscillations, and they depende
linearly when matter effects dominate. Consequently,
ueu!1 the highest sensitivity to deviation from maxim
mixing can be achieved in theDm2 ranges of the MSW
effect.

The results of a global fit to the existing solar neutri
data are presented in Sec. III and summarized in Figs. 2
From this analysis we find that values of the mixing para
eter ueu[u122 sin2 uu,0.3 are allowed at 99% or lower CL
for Dm2*1.531025 eV2 ~which contains the high and
QVOL regions! and for 4310210 eV2&Dm2&2
31027 eV2 ~which contains the defined low, QVOS and up-
per VACL regions!.

The role of the individual existing experiments on t
determination of these regions is discussed in Sec. IV.
conclude that the present sensitivity to the mixing an
arises from the measurements of total event rates.
present data from Homestake experiment in Ar-product
rate gives the strongest constraint on maximal or ne
maximal mixing as it favors a significant deviation frome
50. This conclusion is independent of the existing theor
cal uncertainty on the boron flux as discussed in Sec. IV
On the other hand, the measurement of the zenith angle
pendence and the recoil electron energy spectrum are im
tant in the determination of the allowed mass ranges but
very weakly sensitive to deviation from maximal mixin
With the present existing sensitivity all values ofueu,0.3 are
allowed within 4s.

In Sec. V we have discussed the ways to improve
knowledge on deviations from maximal mixing at future e
periments. We concentrate on observables which are S
~or at least boron flux! independent. In order to determin
both the mass and the mixing we study pairs of observab
First we have looked at the maximal sensitivity which m
be achievable on the presently running experiments G
rc
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and Super-Kamiokande. In principle the measurement of
Ge-production rate at GNO and the day–night asymmetr
Super-Kamiokande and SNO can give crossed informa
on the oscillation parameters in the matter conversion reg
In practice, however, the expected sensitivity is not enou
to substantially improve the present knowledge onDm2 and
e. The role of SNO and Borexino experiments is discusse
Secs. V C and V D. We show that with the expected theo
ical and statistical uncertainty the most sensitive observa
to the mixing angle is the rate@NC#/@CC# measurable at
SNO. For instance, a measurement yielding@NC#/@CC# ;2
3(160.04) andAN2D

CC ;0.13(160.3) will determinee to
an accuracy of orderDe;0.07. There exist however an am
biguity on the allowed mass range between high and
regions. We show that the low/high ambiguity can be
solved by the measurement of the day–night asymmetr
Borexino experiment which is sensitive to strong Earth
generation effect in the low region or by the detection
oscillations in long baseline reactor experiments such
KamLand. However, no substantial improvement on
knowledge ofe is expected neither from Borexino nor from
the new generation of low energy experiments either w
solar or reactor neutrinos.
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